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Abstruet 
We consider an extended algebra of regular events (languages) with intersection besides the 
usual operetions. This algebra has the structure of a distributive lattice with monotonic 
operations; the latter property is crucial for some applications. We give a new complete 
Horn-equational axiomatizatien of the algebra nd develop son~ tenn.re~;riting techniques for 
constructing logical inferences ofvalid equations. 
L lntmduetion 
In this paper we consider an extended algebra of regular events (languages) on 
a given alphabet with intersection besides the usual operations (union, cancatenation, 
Kleene star, empty, and the regular unit). This algebra has the structure of a distribu- 
tive lattice (join is union, meet is intersection) with only monotonic operations. The 
latter property is crucial for some applications, for instance in the algebraic specifica- 
tion of abstract data types in the framework of so-called unified aloebras [20], where 
sorts of values are themselves treated algebraically as values. Such specifications are 
used in action semantic descriptions of programming languages [21]~ our extended 
algebra of regular events has been found to be particularly appropriate inconnection 
with the description of various operations on semantic entities, as well as with that of 
abstract syntax. 
In Section 3 we give a new Horn-equational axiomatization f the extended algebra 
of regular events on a possibly infinite alphabet ~,  and prc~'e its completeness for the 
ground equational theory of the algebra. The axiomatization is finite when .~ is finite. 
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s T h y e  axioms concerning the usual algebra of regular events are based on Salomaa's s t~ [2q~ but inferen~ role d~ding  on the negation of the empty word 
pro~rty isred, laced by an equational implication i volving the meet operation. A new 
coliection of 6quations th~ characteri~ the meet operation. Our axiomatization 
ex~its order-s.~rted quational logic [1 I] by introducing ,~ as a subsort of the sort 
of all regular events, 
In Section 4 we develop some term-rewriting techniques which lead to a simple and 
practical algebraic calculus for proving/disproving equations between extended regu. 
lar expressions - avoiding construction of finite automata~ The calculus is based on 
several rewrite systems; we have used the algebraic programming language OBJ [12] 
to implement and to experiment with these. We provide s~'~le examples of inferences 
obtained with the help of Ibis calculus. 
Finally, in Section 5 we review a large amount of related work, and consider 
possible improvements and extensions of our results, We also discuss a possible 
complexity advantage of our approach for deciding equations between particular 
forms of regular expressions, compared to any approach based on explicit construc- 
tion of finite automata. 
First, we need some notational preliminaries, 
2. Prelimiaaries 
We are going to present the algebras of ordinary and extended regular expressions 
within the framework of order-sorted quational logic [I 1], 
The signature REG of(ordinary) regular expressioe, s includes: asort Reg for regular 
expressions; a sort Alph for an alphabet which is a subsort of Re~ and constants and 
operation symbols: 
0: --, Reg - the empty event (zero); 
;.: --, Reg - the regular unit; 
- : Re~t x Reg-, Reg - concatenation; 
+ : Reg x Reg ~ Reg - union (join); 
* : Reg ~ Reg - iteration (Kleene star). 
To obtain the syntax of regular expressions over some alphabet ~d, the signature 
KEG is extended wRh an enumerated set of constants xi of sort Alph in one-to-one 
correspondence with ~' {so we do not make distinction between the constants and the 
letters from ~,~). We do not assume in general that the alphabet isfinite; we shall say 
explicitly when this assumption is made. 
Giveu a set of variables tar 0ncluding those for both sorts Reg and Alph), let ~(X) 
denote O,~: set of all REG-terms (of sort Reg) with variables from X ~ Vat, and 
~- denote the set ~(0) of grot, ad REG-terms (without variables). 
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The signature REG ~ is the enrichment of RE(; by the operation symbol: 
: Reo x geO", geO - intersection (meet)~ 
The set of all REG'-terms with variables from X~ Vat is denoted as ~(X) ,  
similarly .~,t is  the set of ground gEG4t.terms, 
Let Reg[~]  be the set of regular events (sets of words~ languages) over ~ with the 
standard interpretation ftbe sorts, constants and operation symbols of the signature 
REG. To make it an order-sorted REG-algebra, we identify each element ~¢,.,~ with 
the corresponding one-element event {~}¢Reg[~]. 
The algebra RegiS1 is known to be closed under intersections, so it can be 
enriched to the REG&-algebra Reg~[x/] with the operation symbol f~ interpreted as
intersection. (Note that his holds true even for an h~nite alphabet .~' - in contrast to 
the case when one is going to enrich Regt~ ] with the complement operation.) 
The restriction of (the interpretation f) f~ to the (carrier of the) sort Aiph is ~o 
satisfy the following condition: 
for all constants ~, ~ from ~'. Similarly, the intersection fnon-equal words from ~*  
is 0. Thus the algebra Reg ~[.~] has the structure of an atomic distributive lattice with 
the join +,  the meet r,, the bottom 0, and atoms from ~,~*. 
This provides a standard interpretation of ground REG'-terms for any Oven 
alphabet ~'; let 
int : g f  8" ~ Reg~[~, '] 
denote the corresponding interpretation function (in fact, the uniquely defined 
homomorphism from the absolutely free term algebra ~q'&). The interpretation f
(non-grounO~ ~G&.terms ~ &(X) is defined by the unique homomorphic exten~on 
0* : .~" ~(X) -~ Reg~[~] of a given variable assignment 0:X ,-* Reg~[~/]. 
Equations and other first-order formulas are interpreted in Rege~ ]  as usual, e.g.: 
Rege'C~/]l = tt ~ ~ ¢~ O'~(tt) = 0*(to) (2) 
for all assignments O:X - .  Reg&[~], etc~ 
An equation is called ground if it consists of ground terms. The set of (ground) 
equations valid in an algebra, or in a class of those, ~ is denoted by Eq(~t) 
(correspondingly, b  GEq(~)); this set is also called the (ground) equational theory of~. 
Given a set of universal Horn-equations (i,e., equations and equational implica- 
tions) E, we write E ~"tt ~ t 2 to assert hat the equation t t = t2 can be inferred from 
the set E using order-sorted quational calculus El 1]. Given a set of equations F, the 
notation E ~F means, as usual, that E I-e for each ecF. 
The set of order-sorted Horn-equations E is said to be complete for (the ground 
equational t~eory of) the algebra M if E ~-GEq(~I) holds. (Regarding E valid in ~, this 
completeness holds exactly when M is theinitial algebra of the quasi-variety defined 
by E.) 
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In the second half of this paper some standard notions from term-rewriting theory 
wilt We Shall k notations and termmolotT compatible with those of 
Det~howitz and Jouan~ud [8], 
we so~i~ omit the alphabet and denote the algebras introduc- 
ed above jnst and 
3. AxiomattmtIR er tl~ atp¢~ ef ¢~t~ regehr exl~eSstem Reg t 
The problem we consider in this section can be formulated precisely as follows: 
given the alphabet .~/. to find a finite set AX of Horn-equations over the signature 
R£C; #~ valid in the algebra Regaz[.u '] and complete for its ground equational theory 
G£qiReg&[~]L Moreover. we would like to avoid axioms involving the use of all 
letters from .~' (such as those ~ven by Salomaa [26]) so as to be able to capture the 
ease of an infinite (countable) alphabet .~' as well. In other words, we are looking for 
a "generic algebraic specification" of Reg~[d]  for al~ possible d .  
We approach the problem in two steps. First we consider a finite set of Horn. 
equations which is intended to axiomatize Reg[d].  Then we extend this by new 
axioms for the meet in order to get a complete axiomatization of the ground 
equational theory of Reg&[.~]. 
&i, Axioms for Reg 
Several different axiomatizations of the algebra of regular events have been sugges- 
ted [25,7,15,13,4,18,16]. Some of these are finitary, some involve infinite sets of 
identities presented by finite numbers of schemes. (A deep analysis of this latter kind of 
systems of identities has been presemed by Conway [7] and Krob [18].) 
Since: our main concern is axinmatization f the meet, it does not make much 
difference for us which particular system of axioms, complete for Reg[~J, to choose: 
the only ~uirement is that it should be presented by a finite set of Horn-equations. 
We are going to obtain such a system by an easy modification of the system 
Ft suggested by Salomaa [25]. The corresponding set of equational xioms is given by 
(,41)-(.411) in Table L 
Salomaa used 0* instead of~, but in fact the equation ~* -- ~. will be derivable from 
the full set of our axioms. For technical reasons we take Eqs. (A7)~ (AS), and (A 10) to 
be dual to the corresponding ones in F~. This duality is determined by the automor* 
phism r~ on Reg that maps each word to the reverse one, Le., 
rev(x) .~. x~ 
rev(a, b) -- rev(b), rev(ak 
rev(a + b) ~ rev(a) + re~(b), 
rev(a*) ffi revla)* 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
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Tabte I 
The axiom system AX 
for all a.h,c: Reg. for all x,y: Alph, 
a + (l~ + ¢)~(a  + b) + ¢ (AI) 
(a.b).c = a.(b.¢) ~A2) 
o+b=b+a (A3) 
a'(b 4. c) ~ a,h + a,c (A4) 
(a + b).c = a.c + b,c (AS) 
a+a~a (A6) 
a..:, = a (A7) 
a.O = 0 (AS~ 
a 4. 0 ffi a (A9) 
). + a.a* = a* (Ai0) 
(A + a)* ~ a* (All) 
(Ar~b = O) ^  (a f b,a + ¢)~.a = b*.c (A I2 )  
,;. ~ (a .b)  - ) .~ar~b |AI3) 
). ~a* ~ ). (AI4) 
).r~x ~0 (AIS) 
Or~a=O IAI6) 
a ~a - -  a (AI7) 
al~b = b~a (AIS) 
a~ (bloc) = (a ~ b) r~c (AI91 
a r~(b + c} = (a ~ b) + (a r~ c) {A20) 
a + (a~b) ~ a (A2D 
(x" a) ~ 0'" b) = (x t~ y).(a r~ b) (A22) 
(a .x )~(b-y)  = (a ~ b).(x ~y)  (A23) 
• j ~ x~ = 0 for all ~ # ; j  (A24) 
for al x¢~,a ,  beReg.Therefore, each inference in F! can be translated to a"dual" one 
in our system, 
The system FI included two inference rules: the substitution rule and the "solu- 
tion of equations" rule, We do not need the first one as it is a part of the order-sorted 
equational logic. As for the second one, it was based on the empty word property 
(e.w,p,). This property of a regular expression r can be expressed equationally as 
follows: 
r possesses e.w.p. 4=. r + .~. ffi r. (8) 
The problem, however, is that the inference rule involv~ the negation of e.w.p.: 
b does not possess e.w.p., a = a-b + c (9) 
a- - -c 'b*  
The use of such a non-logical premise in this rule - "does not possess e.w.p." - has 
given rise to certain objections [7,16], Really, the negation of e.w.p, cannot be 
expressed by a universal equation within REG, so this rule can not be considered as 
a Horn-equation either. 
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However, this problem disappears in the enrichment of R£G by the meet, for it 
~ ~ ib le  to ex~ t~ ~t ion  of the e.w,p, equatioually (this was already 
noticed:by Salomaa .d Tixier [27])~ 
adoes not possessc.w.p, ~ ata,;.=0. (10) 
This allows us to introduce the equational implication (AI2) in Table I, which plays 
the same r6le in our syslem as the rule (9) plays in Ft. (For the reasons discussed 
above, the equations in the premise and the conclusion of the implication are slight 
modifications of those in the inference rule (9).) 
Note that the set of axioms (AI)-(AI2) is not complete ven for the ground 
equational theory of Reg[~]:  the last axiom involves the meet, hence one obviously 
needs further axioms. However, our goal is to axiomatize GEq(Reg&[,r/]) (which 
includes G£q(Reg[.r~])), sowe need some axioms for the meet anyway, l~t's turn to 
this problem now. 
3.2. Axioms for meet and completeness 
To axiomatize IL,,g ~, we take the axioms (AI)-(AI2) and add the remaining 
equations given in Table 1, {AI3)-(A24), reflecting properties of the meet. Note that 
(A24) is a scheme describing a family of equations. Note also that the axioms 
(A22)-(A23) reflect he'restricted" distributivity ofmeet w.r.t, concatenation a d this 
cannot be extended to the full distributive law 
(Va, b,c,d: Reg) (a'c) rqb'd) = (a ~ b),(c ca d), (I 1) 
which is not valid in Rega[.~]. O'his was one of the main motivations for us to 
exploit he order-sorted language, which allows to express the restricted distributivity 
in a natural and still strictly formal way.) 
Now let AX denote the extended set of axioms (AI)-(A24). The main result of this 
part of the paper is that AX is complete (and, of course, sound) for the ground 
equational theory of Rug&[d]. Moreover, this is a finite axiomatization whenever 
the alphabet ~ is finite. 
A direct proof of this statement would be rather long and tedious, so we prefer to 
make use of the completeness of the system F~. Yet we should be careful at this point, 
since we have reformulated the rule of solving equations into the implication {A12), 
which uses the m,:et in the antecedent. Still the following fact holds. 
Proposition L The set of axioms (AI)-(A20) is complete for GEq(Reg[ ~/]). 
Proof. One can observe that for any ground REG-term t the expression ,;. r~ t can be 
reduced to either 0 or ,;. by succinct applications of (AI3)-(AI5) together with the 
following three logical consequences of (AI 3)~(A20): 
,;.r~0 = 0, ,:.n,~, --- ~,, ~.n(a+b)- - (Ar~a)+() , t~b)  (12) 
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(proof by induction on the structure of te~ r ). This allows to eliminate the premise 
),~a = 0 from the antecedent of (AI2) for any ground REG.term a not satisfying 
e.w.p., a~ then one can apply literally at! the constructions of Salomaa [25] used in 
the completeness proof of F~, E3 
The following theorem states a "sufficient completeness" result: the set of new 
axioms we have introduced suffices to eliminate ngets front 8round gEG&term~, 
(This is, of course, aproof.theoretic statement about he specific set of axioms, rather 
than a reformulation f the corresponding model-theoretic property that ReX is c!osed 
under the meet; the latter can be easily proved by well-known finite automata 
techniques,) 
11teorem 2. For any ground REG&.term t there exists a ground REG.term t' such that 
AX t'-t ~ t'. 
Preef, In the appendix. (We put the proof in the appendix because it use~ some 
notions which will be introduced in the next section.) 
Corollary 3. For all ground terms t~,t2¢~ a we hace 
AXt'-t~ =tz ~ Rega[~]~tt  =t t .  
In other words, AX is a sound and complete ax[omatizaffon fGEq(Reg&[.~]). 
~!3) 
Preef, The non-trivial direction of the equivalence (completeness) can be proved as 
follows. 
Let Regal= tt = tz for some t t , t2~ re'. By Theorem 2 there exist some terms 
tt,[2~ such that AX [~ft  -~" tt and AX I"t2 = r,~. By Proposition I the equation 
* ~t  t tt z can be deduced from AX. Combining these two facts, we obtain 
AXe ' t ro t2 .  [~ 
Thus we reach our goal to finitely axiomatize Reg&[~/] in the case of a ~nite 
alphabet ~.  
Let's consider now what happens when .~ is infinite (countableJ, in this case our 
axiomatization becomes infinite, since the scheme (.424) then describes an infinite set 
of ground identities, 
One obvious way to amend this is to replace the scheme (A24) by the equivalence in
(1), or. at least, by the implication 
(Yx, y: Alph)x ~y ~, x~y--.ft, (14} 
which is closely related to the very last inference rule (Rule 3) of Salomaa nd Tixier 
[27]. 
However, this implication is not a Horn*equa~on: actually, it is equivalent to 
a universally quantified isjunction (Vx, y: Alph)x = y v x ca y = 0. Thus one would 
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need a richer logic than the order sorted-equational one to deal with such an axiom, 
e.g., the full first-ord0r logic with equality or some universal fragment including 
disju~i0n, It~n0t  quite appropriate oinvolve such a ~neral losieal system in 
t ory. 
But we can app~ch the problem from another side. It seems to be more 
infinit© alphabet ,~' not just as a set of constants, 
but as a set of terms over some ~nite signature 2:~,,, or even more generally - a 
finitely-generated 2~r-algebra axiomatized by a set of (Horn-) equations £d, 
Now the alffcbras Reg[.~:] and Reg~[,~/:] are supposed to be enrichments 
of the "alphabet algebra" ,~, and one could hope to axiomatizc the property 
(I) by a finite set of (Homo equations (over the signature Z;~uREG ~) which 
then could replace (14) and ~ve a truly Horn-equational of finite axiomatization f 
A detailed implementation of this programme goes beyond the scope of this paper; 
let us just point out that the unified algebra of tuplcs of natural numbers [21] gives 
a good illustration of this construction. 
Now we turn to the question of provin~ equations in Reg & using our axiomatiz- 
ation. This is the subject of the next section. 
4. ude n  eqmuJons Jn n eg • by rewrJ n  
The word problem in Reg is decidable and it is well known how to (dis)prove 
a REG.equation tt = t2: to construct minimal deterministic f nite automata (DFA) 
for both t~ular expressions tt,t 2 and to check whether they are isomorphic. The 
same holds true for ground R£G&.equatious: ther~ are known procedures for con- 
strutting an "intersection" of a given pair of DFA. 
However~ we are going to addt~_s a somewhat different problem: how to prove 
equations in the algebra Regt by logical methods. 
Once we have a complete set of axioms, we can, in principle, infer from it any valid 
ground equation in ]Keg & . The only problem is how to find such an inference. 
Actually, the completeness proof of Salomaa [25] is constructive and offers an 
algorithm for producing inferences ofvalid equations inReg. The same is true for our 
Proposition 1 and Theorem 2, so combining these we do have an algorithm for 
constructing logical inferences from AX. But this would give rather long and complic- 
ated inferences, and it would be too tedious to use it in practice, even for solving small 
exercises. 
In this section we suggest a much more practical method for proving and 
disproving round equations in Reg a. We shall present i in the form of yet another 
inference system, still closely related to the above axiomatization. To describe it, we 
first need to introduce some term-rewriting techniques dealing with ground REG ~. 
terms. 
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4.1. l,ineor forms for extended regular expressions 
We define a set of linear terms l , i n~r& by the followin8 gramw.ar: 
Item :: ~ Alph.Reg (15) 
Sum :: -- Item I Item + Sum (16) 
1.in :: = 01 Sum (17) 
(Within the order-sorted or unified algebras framework this can be naturally 
formulated as enriching the signature REG ~ by a ch~;n of new subsorts of 
Reg. Item < Sum < Lin < Reg.) 
This implies that any term Icl,in is either 0 or has the form of a sum of items 
xt .re + ... + xn'r. for some constants x~c,~ and terms r~¢.~ &, i = I ..... n. ~,Ve say 
that an item x. r has the head x and the tail r. We also say that a gEG&-term t is in 
linear form if teLin. 
Definition 4. Given a linear term teLin, let Hd(t) denote the set of all heads of items of 
t, and T/if) denote the set of all tails of items of t. 
Definition 5. The linear term t is said to be deterministic (or in deterministic l near form) 
iff either it is ~ or all the heads of its items are distinct and T / ( t )~rs ' \  {0}. 
We shall use the notation Y~x~nd,~X'r~ tO denote a deterministic linear term ! as 
a (possibly empty) sum of its items x .  r.~. This sum denotes the term 0 if the set of beads 
Hd(I) is empty. 
The following facts can be proved by straightforward induction on the structure of 
ground terms. 
Proposition 6. For any tear& there is some 16Lin such that AX H = 2 ~ t + L For 
any I~Lin there is some deterministic l'¢Lin such that AX t-I -- I'. 
It follows that any ground REG~'-term t can be represented in the following form: 
t=o( t )+ ~, x'r~,, (181 
xcnd(l) 
where o(t) denotes the "constant part" of t, which is equal to either 0 or ;. (This recaP.Is 
a classical result [25, 27, 26] that every (extended) regular expression can be equa- 
tionally characterized; note however that we do not use the sum over the whole 
alphabet z¢, which may be infinite!) Yet the representation is not unique (even 
modulo all the equations in AX): they are differfnt but equal in Reg & linear terms. 
This requires us to be more specific in the definition of the representation in (18)and 
to provide a constructive procedure for calculating linear forms. 
One possible way to do this is to introduce special operations on the term algebra 
~q'& such as derivatives [5, 7:] (also called left quotients [6] and left residuals [22] ~, but 
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this would involve new equations to define these opera*,ions and would make the 
infere~ sDtem more ~mpl i~t~.  
.... We prefer by  providing a particular strategy for applying 
equations f romAX to reduce a term to the required form; on the way we shall also 
obtain t~ derivatives, without introducing s~a l  equations for them. 
The strategy is presented through the rewrite system LF  given in Table 2, modulo 
associativity of the concatenation, and associativity and commutativity of the join 
+ and the meet r~. (In fact, this is an algebraic program - we have implemented it in 
OBJ3 [12].) The system includes an auxiliary unary function 
f : Reg ~ Lin 
whose r61e is to calculate the non.constant part of the representation in (18), Note how 
this function is ~ in the rewrite rules (L24) and (L29) to control applications of the 
axiom (AI0) in Table l, in order to provide limited "unfolding "of  starred expressions. 
Tabk 2 
The mr~ril¢ system LF 
for x,.r= Alfh and a,b,c: Ref, 
O* -" t- (L I )  
~* "* ;- (L2) 
O + a,-+ a (L3) 
a + a~a (L4) 
O'a-.O (LS) 
a-O--~ 0 (L6) 
~..a.-, a (L7) 
Ona-,O (L8) 
a ta a-., a (/.9) 
,;. nx  --* 0 (LIO) 
~.n(a.b)~ .nar~b (LID 
• ;. n a*  --+ ). (L i  2) 
Xny~ifx = y then x else 0 (LI3) 
(x.a) r~(y,b)-+{xr~ y).(ar~b) (LI4) 
(x.a) n y-,(x ~ y).(a n.;.) (LI5) 
(a + b)nc-~(a~c) +(bnc) (LI6) 
x.b + x-~, x-(b + ~;.) (LI7) 
x.b + x'c..+ x.(b + c) (LIB) 
(x-a + b)'c-. ,  x 'a ' c  + b.c (LIg) 
f~Or-, 0 (L20) 
f(;.)--* 0 (L21) 
f(x) --, x. ,:. (L22) 
f(x" a) ~ x" a {L23~ 
f(a*'b)-~ f(a).a*.b + f(b) (L24) 
f((a + bp c).-. f(a" c) + f(b. c) (L25) 
f((at~b)'c}-+(f(a)~ f(b)).f(c) + O.r~unb),f(c~ (L26) 
f(a + b)..* f(a) + f(b) (L27) 
f~a n b) .~f(a) n f(b) (L28) 
f (a*)~ f(a).a* (L29) 
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The system LF is terminating and provides the (unique) normal form LF(t) of any 
term over the signature g£G~u (f}. The following proposition (which is just a con- 
structive variant of Proposition 6) ensures that the system LF does its job properly. 
Propodtt~ 7. Given tsar ~, the following facts hold: 
I. LF(:. ~ t)c{O,,~.}. 
2. LF(f(t)) is in deterministic linear form. 
3. AXt - t  = LF().r~t)+ LF(f( t ) ) .  
This provides a particular representation as in (I 8) for each ground R£O.term t and 
we can now define unambiguously the functions 
as follows: 
o(t) = LF(A t~ t), (19) 
d(t) .- LF ( f ( t ) ) ,  (20) 
{~ if x,r  occurs in ~(0, (21) 
O,(t) -- otherwise. 
The latter function calculates derivatives (left residuals) of its second argument, 
because 
int(O,(t)) = {w¢~* lx'w¢int{t)} (22) 
holds for all x¢.~. t~.~ ~. 
The following inductive definition extends the function ~ on its first argument tothe 
whole set M*: 
O~(t)  = t, (23) 
O..w(t) -- c~w(2.(t)) (24) 
for any xE~, w~d*. Here we get the word dericatives of t. 
The fundamental f ct about he word derivatives i  that only a finite number of 
those of a given term t~:  ~ are dis~milar, i.e., distinct w.r.L a restricted subset of 
equations E=AX [5,25]. (Recall that it suffices to include into E only the basic 
monoid and lattice axioms, even without distributivity and absorption - i.e, 
(AI)-(A3), (A6)-{A9), and (AI3)-(A 19). But the set can (and should!) be extended for 
practical purposes, cf. di~assion of this point in the next subsection.) Given such a set 
E, let ~( t )  denote this finite set of dissimilar w.r.t. E word derivatives ofthe ground 
REG'-term t. 
The use of linear forms leads us to a respectably simple method for eliminating 
meets from extended regular expressions, presented in the proof of Theorem 2(cE the 
appendix), as well as to a new inference system for proving equations in Rag &. 
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4,2. Inferring equations in Reg ~ 
Here ~ present a inffrence system which includes two components: a set of 
rewrite ru~ SlM for "siml~ifying" regular expressions an? a set of transformation 
rules TR implementing a complete strategy for provlng/refuting round REG &. 
equations, fThe system TR also involves the rewrite system LF for computing linear 
forms.) 
The rewrite system SIM may be chosen more or less arbitrarily; the only require- 
ments ~ are that (I) it should be terminating and (2) the congruence = si~ on ~r a', 
generated b~ $1M, must be sufficiently strong to make the set of derivatives ~s~u(t) 
finite for any ground REG~term t,
For instance, the rewrite system consisting of the (oriented from left to right) 
equations (A6)-(A9) and (A 13)-(A I7) modulo (non.orlented) equations (A I)-(A3) 
and (AIg)-(Ai9)would satisfy both requirements, However, in order to make the 
inferences shorter, it is useful to include in SIM also such (oriented) equations as 
(AI0)-(AI I), (A21k as well a~ 
(a*)*-, a*, (25) 
(a* + b)*-,  (a + b)*. (26) 
(a* ~ b*)* ..* a* ~ b*, (27) 
and possibly some further rewrite rules. (The more rules are used here, the more 
equations a -- b valid in Reg & can proved byjnst reducing aand b to the same normal 
form by SIM, but the more expensive the calculations become - due to the use of 
associative-commutative pattern matching ete,) 
The idea of the second - actually, the main - component TIC of our inference system 
comes from the following observation. Suppose we are going to check whether the 
ground equation a --- b is valid in Reg &. We have Reg & [= a --. b if and only if 
o(a) = o(b) and each item of Y(a) is equal (in Reg &) to some item of~(b) and vice versa. 
1hen, an item x'~x(a) ts equal to an item x,~x(b) if and only if the equation 
~(a)  = ~(b) is valid in Reg &, Proceeding in this way, we can "unfold" the initial 
equation into an equivalent conjunction of equations of corresponding derivatives of 
a and b. The crucial point here is that when proving the latter, the initial equation 
a = b can be used as a kind of"inductive hypothesis": ifa -~ b reappears as a member 
of the conjunction, it can be removed from the set of equations to be proved, This can 
be formulated more precisely as the following inference rule: 
~.n¢--.O, a---c.a+a" b=c.b+b' ,  a'--.b' 
a ~ b . . . . . . .  (28'~ 
for all a,a ,b,b ,c, Reg. 
Of course, all the rules must be valid in Reg &. 
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I~ l~ i t ien  8, (28) is a derived inference rule for the theory AX, i.e. AX ~a = b 
whenever the premises are derivable from AX, 
Preof. By obvious application of(Al2) to the second and third premises. E3 
This derived infe.fence rule, combined with the use of linear forms, leads to a pretty 
simple strategy for inferring ground equations in Reg a'. To describe it, we need 
a couple of auxiliary constructions. 
Let Eq ~-. ~q'~x .~r.a, be the set of ground equations represented as pairs of terms; 
we denote a pair eczEq as usual: tt -- t~. Let Set[Eq] be a data structure representing 
conjunctions ( ets) of equations eeEq (so that true corresponds to the empty set and 
corresponds to conjunction). We also need a special membership predicate 
in: Eq x Set[ Eq] --* Bool 
defined as follows: ti ~- t2 in H iff there is a pair t~ = t'~eH such that 
(tl - ' - ' t '  - ' =sIMtt ^ t z  =slmtz)  v (t, =- s~ z^t~=s~ut~). (29) 
The following equations define a function conj: Lin x L in- ,  Set[£q]: 
conj(O,O) = true, (30) 
conj(ll, 12) = { Ox(ll ) -- ~(!~) [xeHd(l l )  u Hd(12) } (31) 
provided one of It,12 is not empty in the second equation. 2 Finally, we define an 
operation for splitting an equation a - -b  (where a,b~.~rs~) into a conjunction of 
equations: 
split(a = b) = fro(a) ~-- o(b)then conj(f(a), ~(b)) ebefalse. (32) 
Proposition 9, Given t l ,t2e,. .~ & with o(tl) = o(t2), then AX I - t ,  = t2 iff AX l-e for 
each equation efsplit(t l ~ t2). 
Now we are in a position to formulate our transformation system TR. It consists of 
the (conditional) rewrite rules given in Table 3 - "disprove', "simplify", "induction', 
"splitting" - which transform pairs <S,H> of sets (conjunctions) of equations 
$, HeSet[Eq]. The set S includes equations to be proved, while the set H accumulates 
"inductive hypotheses". To simplify notation, from here on we denote S and H just as 
conjunctions of equations, rather than sets of equations. 
Note that the second rule in "fable 3 involves the rewrite system SIM discussed 
above. The fourth rule involves calculations of linear forms through the function split. 
Sin the short version of this paper [I] the definition of conj was not ¢ompl©t¢; here we present a corrected 
definition. 
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Table 3 
The tr~znsforrr, ation ~ystcnz TR 
<{0 =~ ~j ^  $.11> =,<fal~e. tl~: (DIS) 
<{a ~= bl^$.H~ ~.<S,H) f ie ~srM b; (SIM) 
<(a ~ b)^S,H> ~(S.H> It fa = b) In H; (IND) 
([a = M ^ S. FI) ~ <spllX(e = b) ^  S. I I  ^ (a = b) > 
ff "~((a ~ b) in fl), ($PL) 
Let =. denote the rewrite relation defined by TR, then =. * denotes its reflexive 
tramitive closure. A derivation in TR is a chain of applications of the rules to a given 
pair. 
Themtm I0o The following facts hold: 
I, The rtnt'rite system TR is terminating. 
2. Given o ,b~r a, let <S, H > be the result (a normal form) of the followin 0derivation in 
TR: 
<a = b,  true> ,=,* <S,H>, 
Then Regal= a = b iff S is the empty set {i.e., true). 
Preof. (!) Consider the following {partial)ordering ~- on pairs <S,H>: 
<Sa,Hl~<$z,  Hz> ifflHtl < IHz[ vUH,  I -- IH:d ^  IStl > IS, I). (33) 
where ]Xl stands for the cardinality of a set X. For any given So, Ho~Set[EqJ this 
ordering is noetherian (welbfounded) on the set of pairs 
{ <S,H>l< So, Uo) =~ * <s ,n )  } 
due to the fact that H is a subset of the finite set 
U ~sjM(a) X~s,M(b) 
to=hi.So 
of pairs of all possible derivatives of terms in initial equations. 
Each rule in TR either increases JIll or, otherwise, reduces ISl, therefore the system 
is terminating. 
(2) The rules {DIS), (SIM) obviously keep validity in Reg & (and deducibility in AX) 
ofall equations in S. The same is true for the rule (SPL), due to Proposition 9, and the 
rule (INDk due to Proposition 8. [-1 
Thus the use of TR to prove a REG&-equation a = b is supposed to be as follows: 
take the pair <a --- b, true> and apply the rules in some order until the first component 
of the pair becomes equal either to true or to false. Apparently, it is reasonable touse first 
{DISk if possible, then (SIM) and (INDk and (SPL) in the last turn. Still the procedure 
remai~ non-deterministi~ he rules can be applied to different equations in the set S. 
We next consider some examples to illustrate the use of TR. 
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4.3. £vamples 
The first example below is a rather simple introductory one. Examples 2 and 
3 demonstrate the treatment ofmeet. Examples 4and 5 show how equations involving 
the same xtended regular expression are, rest ive ly ;  ~nf i~ed and refuted!Finally, 
Examples 6 and 7 consider a couple of "classical" equations known from the 
literature. 
We shall use regular expressions on the alphabet d -- {a,b,e .... }. To simplify 
notation, we omit the concatenation sign • from the expressions and in some cases 
introduce auxiliary recta.variables X, Y,... denoting (parts o0 the regular expressions 
under consideration. Given a positive natural kand a regular expr~ion r,let r t stand 
for the k.times concatenation f r. 
Derivations <51,H! > ,~ ... =" <S,,H~> are presented below in tabular form: row 
i of the table shows S, Hm and the rule (R j) to be applied. When $~ has more than one 
conjunct, he index j of the conjunct (Sl)j to which the rule is applied is indicated thus: 
(R~b. The result of a full derivation iseither true or false, and H, is irrelevant so we 
omit it from the table. 
Example !. To prove b(ab)* = (ba)*b, one can obtain the following inference in TR: 
I b[ab)*= (ba)*b true ($PL) 
2 (ab)* = a(ba)*b + ;. SI (SPL) 
3 b(ab)* = (ba)*b Hz ^ Sz (IND) 
4 true 
Note that the equation at step 2 is a classical axiom, used by Conway [7] and Kwb 
[t83. 
Example 2. To prove (aaa)* c~ (aa)* ffi (aaaaaa)*, one can obtain the following infer- 
ence in TR: 
i S, . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  H ,  , 
1 (a3) * r~(a2) * -~ (a6) * true (SPL) 
2 a(a(a~) *r~(a2) *) = aS(a6) * Si (SPL) 
3 a(a3)*r~(a2) *-- a4(a6) * H~^S2 (SPL) 
4 (a3)*r~u(az)*=a~(¢°) * H~^S3 (SPL) 
5 aZ(a3)*f~(a2)*--a2(a6) * H4^$4 (SPL) 
6 a((a~)*~(a2)*)--a(a°) * tt~^Ss (SPL) 
7 (u:s)*~(aZ) * =(,a~) * H6^$6 (IND) 
8 t rue 
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l~xam~ & To prove X ffi Ca + bb)* ~(aa + b)* = (aa + bb)* ,= It, one can obtain 
the following inference in TR: 
- = . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
! X = Y Irue ($PL) 
2 X~= Y,^X~= Y~ S~ (SPL), 
3 X= g^Xz= Y~ H~^(S2), (IND)~ 
4 X~ = ¥:~ H3 ($PL) 
5 X = ¥ H~ ^  S4 (IND) 
6 true 
where 
X, = Ca + bb)* r~(a(aa + b)*), 
~ = a(aa + bb)*, 
Xz = (b(a + bb)'~) n(aa + b)*, 
¥~ = b(aa + bb)*. 
(3,t) 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
Exam!tie 4, Le~ X = (a'b)*, Y = (ab*)*. To prove X r~ F = a(a + b)*b + 2, one can 
obtain the following infe~e~ in TR: 
i X r~ Y ffi a(a + b)*b + ). true (5PL) 
2 a*bX ~b*g= Ca + b)*b St (SPL) 
3 a*bX~b*Y=(a+b)*b^X~b*Y=(a+b)*b+;t  H2^S~ (IND)I 
4 Xr~b*Y=(a+b)*b+; .  H3^(S~)t (SPL) 
5 a*bXnb*Y=(a+b)*bAXnb*Yf (a+b)*b+,~ H4^S~ (IND)t 
6 X r~b*Y = Ca + b)*b + ~. Hs (IND)t 
? true 
Example& Let X = (a'b)*, g = Cob*)*. To disprove X r~ Y = (ab)*, one can obtain 
the following inference in TR: 
i S~ . . . .  ,....._~ ............. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  H,  (e,) 
l Xn  Y=(ab)* true 
2 a*bXt~b*g=b(ab)* 81 
3 a*bX~b*Y=OAXr~b*Y=(ab)*  H2^Sz 
4 a*bXnb*Y=OAXnb*Y=O^Xnb*Y=(ab)*  H3^(8~)1 
5 false 
Example 6. The following family of cyclic identOies 
Ct:a* ffi (a~)*(;. + a + a z + ... + a ~-t ) 
(SPL) 
(SPL) 
(SPLh 
(SPL)~ 
(3S) 
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for all k > 0, forms a set of equations in Reg which is not derivable from any finite set 
of equational xioms [24, TJ. Consider the inference of Cs produced by TR: 
i S, ~ Hi (RI) 
I a* = (aa)*(;. + a + a 2) {rue {SPL) 
2 a* = a(a(a~)*(;. + a + a ~) + ).) + ;. Sl ($PL) 
3 a*=a(a~)*( )+a+a~)+;  H2^S= (SPL) 
4 a* "~ (a~)*(;. + a + a ~) H~ ^  S~ (IND) 
$ true 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " & ~_  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  m"  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ss  & "s--~ . L m"  ~' l~lml~m illl l m ' 'rip' . '.l--Isis---- "Jr.__ 
Obviously, any of the Ct can be derived in TR in k + ; steps in the same manner. 
Example 7. Conway [7] suggested a family of identities R~ ~o provide a complete 
infinite equational basis for Reg. He pointed out that for each n = 1,..,4, R~ is 
deducible from other classical equational xioms, but for n = 4 the doubted that "a 
completely written out proof could be fitted into I0 pages" [7 p. 119]. R~ is the 
following equation: 
(¢ • b + c)* = (a(b + c)*a + b(a + c)*b + c(a + b)*e)* 
• (;, + a(b + c)* + b(a + c)* + c(a + b)*). (39) 
Let us consider its proof produced by TR. We use the following abbreviations 
here: X is the left-hand side of (39), Y is its right.hand side and 
Yl = (b + c)*aY + (b + c)*, (40) 
Y2 = (a + e)*bY + (a + c)*, (41) 
Y3 = (a + b)* c r + (a + b)*. (42) 
The inference in TR is: 
_ .  , ,  . - . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . .  H , - L L "  q '  . . . .  
1 X ~ Y true ($PL) 
2 X= Y i^X= Y2^X= Y3 S, (SPL), 
3 X= YAX= Y IAX= Y~AX= Ys H~A($~)I (IND)t 
4 X= FLAX= ¥2^X= Ys Hs (IND)I 
5 X = F~^X = Y3 H4 (SPL)I 
6 X= Yz^X- -  Y^X= Y3 Hs^(S~)t (IND)t 
7 X-  FAX= Y~ He (IND)t 
8 X - Y3 H7 (SPL) 
9 X = Ys ^  X = Y Ha,% S. (IND)! 
10 X = F H9 (IND) 
11 true 
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This inference is the ionf~t one amongst our examples, still it is respectably short 
i, Of course, the ~ain point is 
It i~ also wo~hno~ingtbat e ch of the identities R~ (for all n > 0) canbe derived in 
TR in the same:~nner.: 
S, Ceadmim 
Let us first summarize what we have achieved in this paper. 
• We have given a new system of Horn-equational axioms AX for the extended 
algebra of regular events Reg a'[,r~J, and proved that it is complete for the grourtd 
equational theory of this algebra: the axiomatization is finite when ,~ is finite. 
• We have described a transformation system TR for (dis)proving ground equations 
in Regain'I,  and propel it~ completeness and correctness, Le., that it is termina- 
ting and that the result corresponds towhether a ground equation is satisfied or 
not. Our method is based on term-rewriting techniques and avoids explicit con- 
struction and minimalization of deterministic finite automata (DFA) or non-deter- 
ministic ones (NFA]~ 
The primary application envisaged for this work is in the implementation of term 
rewriting in frame-works that allow algebras of sorts - in particular, for unified 
algebras [20]. Extended regular expressions denoting sorts are much exploited in 
action semantics [21], whose foundations are also specified using unified algebras. 
Our work may also be seen as a contribution to the theory of regular expressions. 
Let us briefly review previous related work. At the end, we shall consider possible 
improvements and extensions of our approach. 
5.L Related work 
There has been m~Jch research on the axiomatization f Reg[.s/], whose (ground) 
equational theory is not fmitdy based for alphabets with more than one letter, as 
proved by Redko [24] and Conway [7"] (of. also [26]), Infinite equational xiomatiz- 
ations were first pro~ided by Conway [7] and shown to be complete by Krob [18]. To 
obtain afinite axiomatization, several approaches have been explored: 
, Using special (non-logical) inference rides: Salomaa [25] gave two complete axio- 
matic alculi. One refers to the negation of the empty word property, the other one 
uses the number of letters occurring in regular expressions. See also [26, 27]. 
e Using equational implications: Conway [7] gave a finite Horn.equational axiomat. 
ization of Reg; he conjectured, but did not prove, completeness. Gorshkov and 
Archangelsky [13] gave a different one using 10 equations and two equational 
implications, proving its completeness. Boffa [4] linked the completeness of Con- 
way~ and Salomaa's systems and suggested an "intermediate" inference rule (which 
can be taken as an equational implication). Krob [18] proved completeness of 
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several axiomatic systems for Rug (including tho~ by Conway and Boffa). Kozen 
[16] gave yet another finite axiomatization of Rug by 13 equations and two 
~uational implications. 
operations: ~lomaa nd Tixier [2~ gave two com- 
plete axiomatizations of the extension of Reg with in te~ion  and complement, 
one d~ding  ona particular a lpha~ and referring to the n~t ion of e.w.pi (see 
also [26]), the other one(developed by Tixier in his thesis) getting rid of e.w.p. 
through intersection. Pratt [23] considered action algebras equipped with residua. 
tionsOeft and right)and gave a finite equational axiomatization (i  the enriched 
signa**ure) ofthe equational theory of the variety of action algebras (which conser- 
vatively extends the ground equational theory of Ileg[,.~/] on the countable 
alphabet ~). Kozen [17] extended the above with intersection to obtain action 
lattices, but his axioms do not axiomatize GEq(Rega[,~/]). 
• Using order-sorted algebras: in the present paper we exploit he rather natural idea 
that the alphabet should be a subsort of the sort of regular events over 
that alphabet. This can also be done in the framework of un~ed algeln'as [20] 
which treats orts as values and uses a binary predicate symbol for sort inclusion. In 
both cases, we exploit Horwequations freely in order to get a complete axiomatiz- 
ation. 
Concerning calculation and proof techniques in Rug and its extensions - avoiding 
explicit construction a d minimalization f deterministic f nite automata - we find the 
following work: 
• Using derivatives: Brzozowski [5] and Conway [7] showed how to use derivatives 
to carry on some calculations in Rug, also when extended with meet and comp- 
lement. See also Ginzburg [10] for "mechanical methods" for proving equivalence 
in Reg. 
¢t Calculating normal forms: Johansen [14] provided ~'algebraic normal forms" for 
Rug (actually, not unique in gent:ral). Other papers have developed normal forms 
for some proper subclasses of Rug (of. further eferences given by Johansen [14]). 
a Solving systems of equations: Brzozowski and Leiss [6] showed how to do this for 
linear equations inRug extended with intersection and complement, Leiss [19] has 
subsequently demonstrated some advantages that arise in the absence of comp- 
lement. 
The method for inferring equations given in the present paper involves everal rewrite 
systems - LF for calculating linear forms; $1M for simplifying regular expressions, 
and TR for reducing sets of equations. All these are modulo associativity/com~ 
mutativity and thus based on the corresponding matching algorithm, which is known 
to be NP-complete [2]. Therefore, the most adequate complexity measure seems to be 
the length of inferences providing by the system TR. An analysis of the proof of 
Theorem 10 shows that in the worst case the length of the inference of the equation 
a -- b can be exponential in the size of the expressions involved (more precisely, itcan 
be equal to the product of the numbers of dissimilar derivatives corresponding to
a and b). 
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This is not surprising since the problem of non-equivalence of two ground REG~ 
(,1"+ b)*a(a + b)t ~ (a + b*)*a(b + a)' (43) 
for some positive natural k, Note that the minimal DFA for either of the sides of (43) 
has 2 t* f states and corresponding exponential time is needed to construct one. 
However. both sides can be reduced to normal forms, equivalent modulo assoeiativ- 
ity/commutativity of the join, by one application of the rule (26~ So the inference of 
(43) in 7R may consist of just one step - the applh:ation of rule ($IM~ Perhaps the 
term-rewriting approach that we have suggested leads to a better average-case 
complexity algorithm than known ones constructing automata to solve the word 
problems its Reg and Regt? 
This possibility is s~appo~ by a result of Birget [:3], proving that the siz~ of 
a minimal DFA way increase xponentially for both sums A t + A2 + - '  + At and 
intent ions  At ~A~ n ..- ~AIt of minimal DFA A~ of the same size n (i.e., the 
resulting DFA may have n t states). The same holds true even for the size of NFA for 
intersections~ Now imagine ~hat one is going to (dis)prove a regular equation 
att '~a~.~ *.. t~at  --- r (44) 
using automata methods. Then one is supposed first to unfold each side into a 
DFA or an IqFA, and this may take exponential time and space. In comrast o 
this, our TR ~'unfolds" both sides together in a "lazy" manner using on the way 
simplification. This can help to obtain a rather short inference (not in the worst case, 
of course). 
5.2. Open problems and possible xtensions 
Finally, let us mention a couple of aspects of this work that have been left open here:. 
, It should be investigated whether the term rewriting approach we have suggested 
does in fact lead to a better average~ase complexity algorithm than those based on 
the minimal DFA construction. 
* Ourax~omatization o fRega[d]  iscomplete for inferring round equations (using 
lettels from d as constants). It would be useful to extend it to one that is complete 
also for the whole equational theory £q(Reg&[~':l). For instance, the universal 
equation 
(Vv: Re0)vr~ (~ I + ~z)* = v (45) 
is valid in Ileg*[{~t,~z}] and should be derivable from such an extension. 
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Ntis And~n,  Torben Modem,  and G i~pe ~ l lo  wovid~ useful feed~ck on 
a draft version! The first author is sincgrely 
Department, Aarhus University), where he started the work reported in this paper, 
andto DIKU (Computer Science Departm~t, Copenhagen University), which gave 
him the opportunity to complete the work and tO present it at the conferee on 
Developments in LaaOua~le Theory, Univ. of Turku, 12-15 July 1993. 
Appemd  
The following proof of Theorem 2exploits linear forms and derivatives of REG &. 
terms - ~. Section 4 for definitions. 
Proof of Theorem 2, Given an extended regular expression t¢,~ ~. we show how to 
find t'c,~ r such that AX t-t -~ t'. 
First. consider the linear form ~(t). It may happen that it does not contain the meet 
- then t ~ o{t)+ ¢(t) and we are done. Otherwise, consider the following finite 
non.empty set of equations LS{t): 
{r ~ o(r) + ¢(r) lr¢~(t)\  ~ r }. (46) 
It follows from Proposition 7 that AX I-LS(t). Note that the meet appears in these 
equations only inside the expressions r (which can also oc~r in right-hand sides as 
tails of some items). 
Now replace all the occurrences ofeach expression r in LS(t) (in both left- and 
right-hand sides) by corresponding fresh variables xr and consider the result as 
a system of linear equations for these xr. This system does not contain meet, so it 
follows from Proposition I that it can be solved in Rag by the classical method 
(cf., e.g., E25,26]) using axioms (AI)-(A20). The solution 1' for the component x, is 
just the required REG.term, since the equation t ~- t' is derived from LS(t) using 
(A1)~(A20), Q 
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